Hymn of Breaking Strain

“The careful text-books measure
(Let all who build beware!)
The load, the shock, the pressure
Material can bear.
So, when the buckled girder
Lets down the grinding span,
The blame of loss, or murder,
Is laid upon the man.

*Not on the Stuff — the Man!* “

Let’s get together 50 years later at our Reunion on June 1, to relive that shared enthusiasm and revisit then and now.

Your Reunion class reps:

**Shaheera Bieber:**  
p: 901-486-8005  
e: shaheerabieber@comcast.net

**Jim Smith:**  
p: 519-497-9218  
e: n2i2jcs@gmail.com

**Verne Milot:**  
p: 905-321-5912  
e: verne@growth-associates.com